WHAT CORTINARIUS IS THAT?

Alec Wood

What is the genus like? This very large genus is characterised by having rusty rough
spores, only growing in soil and forming mycorrhizal relationships with flowering plants.
The size of the genus. The genus has about 2000 good species world-wide. There are about
500 found in Europe, while there are about forty-seven reported species from Australia. It is
probable that Australia has about the same size flora as Europe. Because they form
mycorrhizal relationships with our local flora, they will probably be almost all different
from those found elsewhere
Collecting. For producing a good collection, usually at least three fruit-bodies should be
collected, showing the various stages of growth, and preferably with a good colour photo.
Care will need to be taken to look for the colour of the young lamellae, presence of any blue
colours anywhere in the fruit-body, and the presence of any viscidity anywhere on the cap
or lamellae. (Note that viscidity seems much reduced in our collections, and only
Myxacium will regularly display this feature; otherwise Phlegmacium will need to be
recognised by the general habit).
Diagnostic features.
Habit. The general shape and stature, particularly the stipe (swollen,clavate, rooting,
etc)., the characters of the veil, if present, viscid cap or stipe (under Australian
conditions, this is often much reduced), an accurate description of the various colours
of the various parts.
Spores. The spores are very characteristic, and normally a good guide to species. The
size and shape of the spores are quite distinctive (globose to subglobose, ovoid,
elongate and often almond-shaped – amygdaliform) and with surface ornamentation
which may be coarse or fine and individual ornamentation may be low or high and
blunt and pointed.
Cystidia. Marginal cystidia are mostly absent, except in a few groups, but very small,
mostly rather insignificant marginal cells may be present and sometimes may be used
to separate species.
Chemical characters . Sometimes some of the pigments will change colour when
KOH solution is applied either to the surface of the cap or to the flesh inside.
DNA. The use of DNA sequencing is increasing and provides valuable information
about relationships, however samples from various parts of the genome are often
needed to untangle some complexes
Large Groups. Within the genus, several large groups can be recognised - usually
fairly readily. They are as follows - Phlegmacium, Myxacium, Telamonia,
Dermocybe, Cortinarius.
Small Groups. Within that framework, a series of smaller 'pigeon holes' can be used
to group similar species on the basis of some of the following:

Presence of blue colours in cap and/or lamella - in some cases the lamellae remain
very pale for quite a long time;
Shape of the stalk - equal, inflated, clavate, radicating;
Persisting velar remains and the colour - sometimes membranous~
Degree of fleshiness - short and stocky or thin and fairly fragile;
Kinds of colours - some show olivaceous hues in cap and/or lamellae; others show
various brilliant red colours in various parts of the fruit-body.
Examples. Some slides were shown which illustrated the great diversity of the genus.
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